Pairs Trading is carried out in the financial market to earn huge profits from known equilibrium relation between pairs of stock. In financial markets, seldom it is seen that stock pairs are correlated at particular lead or lag. This lead-lag relationship has been empirically studied in various financial markets. Earlier research works have suggested various measures for identifying the best pairs for pairs trading, but they do not consider this lead-lag effect. The present study proposes a new distance measure which incorporates the lead-lag relationship between the stocks while selecting the best pairs for pairs trading.
Introduction
Pairs Trading [1] is done in the financial market to earn money from the uncertain movements of the stock prices. Basically, a trading strategy exploits a relationship between two stocks to earn money. This relationship can exist and can be exploited in many different ways. Here, a stock is bought, and simultaneously the other stock is shorted, whenever the equilibrium relationship between the two stocks gets temporarily disturbed. A profit is realised by squaring off the positions whenever the stocks fall back in the equilibrium relationship.
Pairs trading has been used by financial engineers for decades. As mentioned in the article [2] , Alfred Winslow Jones (around 1950) used the concept of pairs trading for going long on certain stocks while short on others . Though, several authors [3] - [5] are of the view that pairs trading does not lead to any significant profits when done over a long period. Still, it is extensively used in today's financial market for earning money [6] . A recent survey on different pairs trading strategy is [1] .
The measures commonly employed to select pairs for pairs trading are correlation and SSD [7] , which are described later. It is often observed that certain stocks are highly correlated to each other at some 'lead or lag'. The above measures do not take into account this phenomenon of 'lead-lag' relationship. This phenomenon is important and can not be ignored while identifying stock pairs.
In this paper, we present new distance metrics for pairs selection, which overcomes this shortcoming. We also showcase the effectiveness of another distance measure CCT [8] , which has not been earlier used for this task. The significance of these new measures has been validated through experimentation, as described in this paper. Traders would undoubtedly find it beneficial to analyse the values of these new measures, along with other technical indicators, while picking up stocks for pairs trading.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a literature review. Section 3 elaborates proposed distance measures. Section 4 presents the experiments and results.
Section 5 discusses various aspects of this research work. Section 6 concludes.
Literature Review
The present paper proposes a new distance metric for pairs selection. The proposed distance measure has been inspired by the CCT measure proposed in [8] . We also showcase CCT measure effectiveness in pairs selection. It is sometimes observed that some stock pairs may not have high Pearson correlation coefficient between them, but they are highly correlated at certain lead-lag. This phenomenon is generally referred to as 'lead-lag effect'. As reported in [9] , 'lead-lag effect' the lagger (or follower ) stock's price tends to partially reproduce the oscillations of the leader ( or driver ) stock's price, with some temporal delay. This lead-lag effect has been studied and analysed in financial econometrics. High-Frequency Data in the financial market is gathered at irregular intervals, which makes it challenging to decipher the lead-lag relationship between two different stocks/markets. Thus, an estimator is proposed in [10] which better estimated the cross-covariance by avoiding imputation and using all available transaction. The leadlag relationship in KOSP 1200 spot market, it's future market and it's option market is empirically examined and commented upon in the study done by Lee et al [11] . In the study conducted by Robert et al [12] , certain properties of the covariance matrix of increments of two Gaussian processes, partially correlated at some time -lag, is studied.
Another distance measure of significance is the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) measure [13] . DTW is generally considered as the best distance measure for time series mining tasks across virtually all domains [14] . DTW measure is especially of advantage in speech recognition [15] where it can decipher the sounds of different words, even when different parts of the word have different elongations. Zhu et al. [16] tried to reduce the time complexity of the DTW measure by approximating its value. In work by Silva et al [14] the effects of relaxing various constraints on the DTW distance measures are studied.
As discussed earlier, stock prices tend to be correlated at some lead or lag. Also, the leadlag value (or the temporal difference) between the prices of stock pairs may change over time. The DCCT measure allows the lead-lag relationship to vary continuously over time.
It subtly combines the properties of Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) measure with the CCT measure [8] .
The following is a brief description of two distance metrics, which in the past have been used for pairs selection. These metrics will be used for comparison with the proposed metric and the CCT metric.
Pearson Correlation
Pearson correlation is frequently used as a metric for pairs selection. The stocks which have higher Pearson correlation, their prices tend to move more synchronously together.
The work by Wang et al [17] analyses different correlation measures w.r.t. pairs trading.
It is reported in [18] , that the different correlation measures do show important differences in terms of return and risk.
SSD measure
The SSD measure is defined as the sum of squared differences of normalised price series of the two stocks. In the present experiments, the time series { 1 , 2 , … , } of non-zero prices is normalised by dividing the complete time series by its first number to yield {1, In the highly cited work by Gatev et al [7] , it has been observed that the pairs which have lower SSD distance between them are better candidates for pairs trading. They also show that SSD metric is the best for this task. Still, it may not always be the case. Chen et al [19] empirically and theoretically argued that correlation selection metric can show better performance than SSD measure.
The following is a brief description of the CCT measure, which has also been used in experimentation.
dissimilarity measure between them. Let 'm' be the maximum value of lead or lag being taken into consideration for the calculation of dissimilarity between the two-time series.
We consider a segment of time series XT starting from 'm+1' and ending at 'T-m-1', and divide this segment into 'n' equal parts each of length 'p'. Here, we conveniently choose 'm', 'n' and p such that 2m+np+1 = T. This is required to make sure that all the data points in time series are utilized for the calculation of dissimilarity measure. Though it would still suffice if '2m+np+1' is slightly less than T. Another couple of restrictions are that m ≤ p and p ≥ 15. These restrictions have been imposed to avoid unwanted crosscorrelations. Now, with this background we define our CCT similarity measure, which is given by the following:
where CCTk(i) is defined as follows
The value of CCTk is the same as the correlation between returns of a segment of time series Yt at a lead k with respect to a segment of time series Xt. Further information about this metric can be found in [8] .
Proposed DCCT Measure
The proposed distance measure is described in this section. Let xt , yt ( t ∈ 1,2,…,n) be two time-series of normalised prices of two stocks. Then the DCCT's computation requires the use of an alignment path.
Alignment path is a sequence P = (P 1 , P 2 , …P l … , P L ) with P l = (p l , q l ) ∈ The parameter name 'psi' (which stands for 'Post Suffix Invariant'), has been inspired from [14] where they introduced this parameter to relax the boundary condition in DTW.
The alignment path is computed using 'Dynamic programming' techniques as done in DTW measure [14] . Now, the DCCT measure can be defined using the above definition. Let us denote the computation of the alignment path by step 1.
Step 1: Computation of Alignment path Let ( , ), a function over the sequence P l = (p l ,q l ), be defined as follows:
Here, 'p' is the window size parameter. It is analogous to the parameter 'p' defined in equation (1) corresponding to CCT measure. In our empirical analysis, we pick the same values of 'p' for both CCT and DCCT measure in each experiment.
Then, we find an alignment path P = (P 1 , P 2 , …P l … , P L ) which maximises the function
given the constraints as mentioned earlier. This is done through Dynamic
Programming techniques as used in DTW measure.
Step 2: Computation of DCCT measure
Finally, DCCT measure is the summation of function CR over the alignment path, calculated in the last step. Formally,
where, maximisation is done over an alignment path (pi, qi).
In the present experiments, the parameter 'psi' has been kept equal to the parameter 'p' just for simplicity. Notice, DCCT measure has a striking resemblance with CCT distance measure. Figure 1 explains the intuition behind the DCCT measure. 
Methodology
Once, the stock pairs have been identified for pairs trading, a pair trading strategy was used for trading in the market. The pair trading strategy was developed using python package backtrader [20] . Specifically, the package contains an example pairs trading script, which was conveniently modified to suit the experiments. The code for the experiments could be found at the website 'www.github.com/kartikay94'. The dataset may also be requested from the corresponding author.
Three different trigger points were used for entering into positions. These trigger points are calculated as follows.
1) First, the spread is calculated using moving regression. More specifically spread at point t is given by = − × − . Here slope 's' and intercept 'c' parameters are determined using regression on past ten values at each time stamp.
2) Then, using these spread values, z-score is calculated with a moving window of period P.
3) Now, we describe the calculation of z-score. Suppose it is required to find z-score at T th time stamp value of 2 price series { } ∈[1,…, ] and { } ∈ [1,…, ] . Then,
where = − × − , and P is some pre-determined period. 4) Z-score is calculated corresponding to three different periods i.e., 14, 21 and 35.
These different moving-window periods correspond to the three different trigger points which are experimented upon. 5) Here it takes appropriate positions when the absolute value of z-score rises up to the value two. Specifically, it buys the underperforming stock and sells the betterperforming stock. This is done in anticipation that stocks will again fall back to equilibrium relationship. These positions are neutralised when z-score crosses zero. The positions are also neutralized at the end of the trading session.
The pairs trading strategy experimented upon is a standard strategy. The use of z-score for generating trading signals can be seen in [21] . Also, the z-score's threshold value of two for entering into position is earlier employed in [7] . Figure 3 gives an outline of this pairs trading strategy. Performance of different pairs is judged through 'Profit margin' as shown in Table 2,3. Though such pair trading strategies should be self-financing, but for the sake of evaluation, 'profit margin' is considered which is defined as follows. Suppose, we start with a capital of 1,00,000. We enter into the market by buying 50,000 worth of shares and short-selling shares of the equal amount. The broker keeps the whole amount 50,000 obtained through short-selling as margin money. Once the positions need to be closed, we obtain a principal amount by selling off the bought shares and broker's release of the leftover margin money. If a new position needs to be entered after that, this capital is divided into two. Then that much amount of shares are bought and sold simultaneously. This technique is repeated till the end of the trading window when all positions are closed and final capital is calculated. Finally, we calculate the profit margin as the percentage of final profit over the initial worth of shares bought (50,000). This evaluation metric is also used in [22] . Figure 4 briefly presents the steps involved in the overall experiments. 
Data Description
The experiments are conducted on two datasets. The first dataset is taken from Dow Taking inspiration from [18] we adopted the rolling windows approach with 500 trading days for identifying the best pairs for trade, and the next 250 trading days are for conducting trading on the selected pairs. So, overall we obtain 6 windows for training purpose and 6 windows for testing purpose. Thus, the timespan is divided into 6 Cross Validation (CV) windows and profit is evaluated over these different periods.
Two metrics, namely Pearson correlation and SSD, are used for comparison with the CCT measure and proposed DCCT measure.
Empirical Analysis
The experiments are done with three parameter settings for both the metrics DCCT and CCT. DCCT has the following parameters which need to be predetermined: 'p' and 'psi'. refers to the window size or size of minor time series, which is used for calculating changing lead-lag relationships. For simplicity, the two parameter values are kept the same in the present paper. The three parameter settings used for DCCT are {(psi=100), (psi=50), (psi=25)}. CCT has the following parameters which need to be pre-determined 'p', 'm' and 'n'. The parameter settings used for CCT are {(p=100) , (p=50), (p=25) }.
Here, the maximum lead-lag value (m) is made equal to 'p'. The parameter 'n' is determined according to the values of other parameters and the constraints in the parameter settings as described in section 2.
The tables below give the result of the experiments. The leftmost column 'No. of pairs'
gives the number of top pairs used for trading separately to generate a combined profit. This profit is evaluated as 'profit margin' (described earlier) and is given under the column 'Value' for each metric. The column 'Rank' gives the rank of the 'profit margin' as compared with other measures' performance within each row. From Table 2 , we observe SSD and CORR metrics performance has been not good especially in results corresponding to period 21 and 35. Also, DCCT (psi = 25) has given consistently better results than these two measures. This prompted us to find a measure which combines the power of SSD with the proposed measures. This is because the DCCT measure is intrinsically related to the correlation measure. SSD being totally unrelated measure should be able to add significant information to the DCCT measure.
The following experiments are conducted to showcase the effectiveness of combined measures as compared to just SSD. Here the DCCT, the CCT and the correlation measure, are combined with the SSD measure. Then, the dual objectives are optimised to find the best pairs. The pairs are sorted according to the non-dominated front while Also 'DCCT(psi=25) & SSD' and 'CCT (p=25) & SSD' has shown better performance than the two rightmost metrics.
Another important factor which is intuitive is also observed in these tables. The performance of SSD measure is mostly the worst. This is because other metrics already combine the power of SSD measure, in their measure value. Thus, in the next set of experiments, SSD performance is not evaluated.
Indian Data
Then experiments are also done corresponding to the second dataset of Indian companies. Table 4 give the results. In Table 4 
Discussion
The paper showed that for a standard strategy, the proposed metrics with different parameters all showed better or comparable results than existing metrics. But still, certain important things, pertaining to parameter settings, faster computation techniques and possible generalisations are discussed in this section.
The DCCT and CCT measure may be efficiently computed using the convolution theorem [23] or even more efficiently through Fast Fourier Transform algorithm [24] , [25] .
DCCT measure significantly generalises DTW measure, and this form of generalisation can allow further modifications. DTW works with Euclidean distance which is from point to point distance. But measures like correlation etc can only be used to find distances between two 'sets of points'. When dealing with such distance measures, this proposed methodology of DCCT measure may be utilised by slight modifications. That is, the CR measure here may be changed to any other measure to obtain a new desired measure.
Here we discuss optimal parameter-setting for parameter 'p' in DCCT. The parameter 'p'
should be smaller than the complete length of time series. As otherwise, the DCCT measure will reduce to simple correlation measure. Secondly, it should not be too small. This is because two smaller time series have a higher probability of having a spurious high correlation between them. This observation can be justified theoretically as well. As reported in [26] , more the sample size (or length of the time series) more accurate is the empirically determined non-zero coefficient value. This means longer the length, lesser are the chances of a spuriously high correlation between the two-time series. In other words, if the hypothesis is that the two-time series are uncorrelated, then this hypothesis is more strongly rejected when the number of samples is more, for the same empiricallydetermined non-zero correlation value. Thus, the probability of the existence of spurious correlation decreases as the length of time series increases. This indicates that the parameter 'p' should be significantly smaller than the whole time series but should not be too small as then the correlation value becomes spurious.
Further experiments may be done to formulate ways of finding the best parameter, which may be through cross-validation, or analysis of past time series, or some an average of measures with different parameters. Also, a combination of these metrics can be chosen to identify the final pairs. This combination can be done in lots of ways, where dual or higher objectives are optimised. Also, other strategies could be devised which are suitable to take advantage of any lead-lag relationship between the two stocks. As an instance, suppose we know stock A is correlated at a lead of 1 from stock B. So, we may take positions in futures derivatives of stock A and spot market in stock B. Thus, there exist an opportunity to extract profit through the lead-lag information further.
This study primarily concerns with the selection metric and not about pair trading strategies. Thus an analysis of each run of the strategy in terms of profitable positions, loss-making positions, trigger points etc, which warrants further attention, has been deferred for a later study. Also, the experiments here pertain to strategies trading on a daily basis. Similar experiments could be conducted for higher frequency trading strategies like HFT. These shorter interval time series (tick by tick or minute-wise data)
are more susceptible to measures like correlation and the corresponding 'lead-lag effect'.
In future, experiments could be done to ascertain the effect of window parameter 'p' on the lead-lag relationship in DCCT metric. One may be interested in understanding the effect of change in lead-lag value at any one point, as the parameter 'p' changes. That is, the empirically determined temporal delay may shorten or lengthen based on the value of parameter 'p' of DCCT. Also, what such changes indicate about the stock pairs. Such analysis, which requires extensive computation, has been deferred for a future study.
The best metric may further depend on strategy and data type. For a pairs trading strategy, the measures like 'CCT' and 'DCCT' should also be looked upon before choosing relevant pairs.
Finally, these experiments do show the effectiveness of the proposed measures over the typically used measures. Pair selection is a very subjective matter and requires extensive evaluation of businesses, management, intended mergers and acquisitions etc. But overall, these metrics will be an aid for the financial traders.
Conclusion
The present study proposed one distance measure for selecting pairs for pairs trading. The The work concludes that the lead-lag relationship between the stocks is important and can be used for identifying pairs for trading.
